CANDIDATES FOR OFFICE
ON THE BALLOT
FOR
COMMUNICATIONS SOCIETY ELECTION 2009

VICE PRESIDENTS

Here is the final candidate listing to run for 4 Vice President positions in ComSoc’s 2009 election.

VP - Member Relations
• Sergio Benedetto
• Vijay Bhargava

VP - Conferences
• Khaled Letaief
• Stan Moyer

VP - Technical Activities
• Alex Gelman
• Mark Karol

VP - Publications
• Len Cimini
• Andrzej Jajszczyk

MEMBERS-AT-LARGE

Here are the candidates selected to run (14 running - 4 elected) for Member-at-Large of the Board of Governors (and the Region they represent) in the election to be held in 2009.

REGIONS 1 – 6
• Mehmet Ulema
• Vincent Chan
• Steve Gorshe
• Ian Akyildiz
• Sarah Kate Wilson

REGION 7
• Raouf Boutaba

REGION 8
• Stefano Bregni
• Tariq Durrani
• Pascal Lorenz
REGION 9
  • Ricardo Veiga - LA

REGION 10
  • James Hong
  • Abbas Jamalipour
  • Iwao Sasase
  • Mansoor Shafi